Olivehurst Public Utility District

Agenda Item Staff Report

Meeting Date: November 21, 2019

Item description/summary:

**Surplus of two OPUD Ford Rangers as scrap metal.** These two vehicles have been stripped of parts for other running vehicles and are nothing more than body shells with a value of much less than $500. We wish to surplus them by soliciting two local auto recycling businesses for pick up and disposal. We may receive a small amount for the two body shells but do not expect much as the cost to haul them off may prohibit the recyclers from paying anything for them. OPUD surplus equipment disposal policy allows for this type of disposal for items with a combined value of less than $500. The two Rangers are 1993 and 1994 with respective plate numbers of 357318 and 005548.

Fiscal Analysis:

N/A

Employee Feedback

Positive – we are cleaning up the shop area and this will help.

Sample Motion:

Move to approve the surplus and disposal of the two Ford Rangers per OPUD Surplus Disposal Policy.

Prepared by:

John Tillotson, P.E., General Manager